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Jeanneau powerboat lines are 
expanding, offering new experiences

Jeanneau owes the success of its powerboat lines to staying abreast 
of the latest trends in international markets.  The current trend 
reveals a growing demand for powerboats, and particularly for 
models of over 10 metres.

It is in this context that Jeanneau continues to develop and launch 
flagship models to establish its position as a reference in this market 
segment.

Since its presentation in March of 2022, the DB/43, with its 
ingenious open design and polished finish, has already made a 
highly successful entry into the world of premium day boats.

To the delight of all those who love the sea, two new flagships will 
soon join the Merry Fisher and Cap Camarat lines, which will be 
presented at upcoming fall 2022 boat shows.
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The DB/43, a successful launch!

Unveiled in March of 2022, the DB/43 is recognized today for the 
exceptional experience it offers.
A newcomer in the world of premium day boats, Jeanneau has 
succeeded once again with the clever innovations and unmatched 
features of the DB/43.  The accent is placed not only on its clean 
aesthetic design, but also on its open, airy deck plan, and on the 
unequalled comfort provided by its interior layout, fit and finish.  
Each detail has been carefully considered to create elegant, 
generous living spaces for sharing and entertaining.

More than a day boat, the DB/43 features an exclusive style and 
surprising versatility for all those who love relaxing, swimming, 
celebrations with friends, shared moments with family, or more 
intimate cruises.
The DB/43 is unmatched, and with this model, Jeanneau has 
succeeded in establishing new standards within this particularly 
demanding market segment.
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The Merry Fisher and Cap Camarat Center Console promise exceptional 
cruising experiences

Two historic lines of Jeanneau powerboats will each welcome a new flagship:  the Merry Fisher 1295 Fly and the Cap Camarat 10.5 CC.

International expansion is at the heart of  our strategy at Jeanneau. The arrival of these two powerful models, with their immediately 
perceptible quality, will contribute to Jeanneau’s appeal and success on American markets, while also invigorating the European market.
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NEW MODELS 2023
MERRY FISHER 1295 FLY

NEW MERRY FISHER 1295 FLY:  PURE COMFORT
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For Jeanneau, the 2023 season is one of many superlatives! 

Jeanneau is announcing the launch of the Merry Fisher 1295 Fly:  a motor yacht whose quality is evident in even the smallest details. 

Magnificent on the interior and on the exterior, with new signature windows in the hull, this model is perfectly designed for unforgettable 
family cruising experiences, representing the tremendous ingenuity of Jeanneau.
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This new model features unprecedented living spaces for relaxing 
with family on board.

The generous aft cockpit opens onto the sea:  a very spacious, 
electrically controlled starboard terrace can be deployed, providing 
easy access to the sea for swimming, while a large, portside door 
facilitates access on board.

Forward, the cockpit design is unique, with three sun loungers 
directly integrated into the deck plan.  With this clever layout, 
unprecedented aboard a 40-foot flybridge powerboat, the result 
is pure pleasure!

The flybridge enables you to enjoy an additional space for relaxation, 
with its U-shaped saloon, boasting a refrigerator and an optional 
galley, a generous sundeck, and a fully equipped helm station. 

On the exterior, clever features 
offer an exceptional quality of  life
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The quest for ever-more comfort and the desire to create new 
standards have been absolute priorities in the layout of this new 
model.

Faithful to its design principals, flow of movement between living 
spaces on board is optimal.  On the interior, the galley is entirely 
open to the aft cockpit, which favours easy movement and 
communication between living areas.

The large starboard-side door, aligned with the pilot’s seat, provides 
easy access to the recessed sidedeck and forward cockpit.

A panoramic view from the saloon, with its large windows in the 
hull, gives this model a very bright interior, enhanced by a selection 
of contemporary materials and fine finishes.

Finally, three cabins offer an incomparable level of comfort for the 
well-being of all on board.  The forward owner’s cabin is equipped 
with a private head with a separate shower compartment, while 
the two guest cabins also feature head compartments with 
separate showers.

Copious storage throughout the interior places comfort and 
quality of life on board at the heart of this new model.

Refined, fluid design on the interior
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Powered by triple outboard engines, 3 x 300 HP, the hull of the Merry Fisher 1295 Fly has been developed specifically for 
safe cruising to any destination.  The boat planes early, even at moderate speeds, to ensure fuel efficiency and maximum 
comfort on board.  The power and additional space afforded by the outboard engines are further strengths.

This new model also benefits from the very latest technology for optimal comfort, worthy of a motor yacht!
The interior helm station is equipped with a dual GPS screen.  Triple outboard Yamaha engines are paired with the latest 
joystick and autopilot technologies.

The Merry Fisher 1295 Fly can also be equipped with a generator, air conditioning, a gyroscopic Seakeeper stabiliser, or even 
a hydraulic gangway. 

A pioneer in this segment of outboard powerboats equipped with a flybridge, Jeanneau 
continues to expand with the launch of this major new model, which will be on display at 
the upcoming fall 2022 boat shows.

Undisputed savoir-faire and proven technology for a pure cruising 
experience
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Profil

Plan - Layouts Plan - Flybridge

Plan - Cabins
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Overall length......................................................................................12.41 m - 40’9”
Overall length max.........................................................................................12.56 m - 41’2”
Hull length.............................................................................................11.92 m - 39’1’’
Overall beam..........................................................................................3.80 m - 12’6”
Weight without engine............................................................8 181 kg - 18 031 lbs
Fuel capacity..................................................................................1174  L - 310  US gal

Merry Fisher 1295 Fly
Principal Preliminary Characteristics

Hull draft...................................................................................................0.76  m    -    2’6”
Category CE (in progress)...................................................................B - 10 / C-12 
Cabins.........................................................................................................................3
Berth........................................................................................................................6 / 8
Max engine power (in progress)...............................................................3x300 CV
Designers.......................Jeanneau Design / Centkowski & Denert Design
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NEW MODELS 2023
CAP CAMARAT 10.5 CC

NEW CAP CAMARAT 10.5 CC:  MULTIPLY YOUR EXPERIENCES AND SENSATIONS
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This year, Jeanneau is launching the largest Cap Camarat Center Console ever built:  the Cap Camarat 10.5 CC!

This new model has been designed to adapt to a variety of activities, such as water sports, fishing, sunbathing... The design 
is, once again, unprecedented.  In addition to a versatile deck layout and excellent cruising performance, this is the only 
34-foot Center Console offering four comfortable berths.

With a faithful clientele of Cap Camarat owners and increasing demand for larger models, this Center Console, already a 
brand of reference in Europe, will satisfy existing customers while developing its international market share.
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This model adopts the hull of the Cap Camarat 10.5 WA Serie2, 
designed by Michael Peters, and benefits from the same high 
technology infujection construction technique. 
Its timeless, extended, sporty lines are by Sarrazin Design.

With its powerful twin 300 HP or twin 425 HP engines and 
joystick control, cruising is fast and easy, with full peace of mind, 
for fun outings with family and friends!

Pure power and performance
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Aboard this new flagship, the accent is placed on comfort and quality of life on board.

On the exterior, the deck plan has been designed for versatile use, whether for fishing or for moments of pure relaxation!

The two vast cockpits have been optimised.

The aft bench seats fold away, offering optimal space for all marine activities.  Forward of the console, a large sofa provides seating for two in 
full comfort, whether at anchor or under way, and it can be opened for a well-ventilated interior.

The flush deck enables easy flow of movement around the console, without obstacles.
For those who love swimming, an immense portside door provides direct access to the water, with its integrated swim ladder.

This model also facilitates bringing in your catch on fishing excursions, as well as access on board.

While cruising, with seating for three at the helm, the driver benefits from an ideal central position.

Ergonomics at the heart of  design and development
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A bright, open interior offers a surprising volume of living space.  The new Cap Camarat 10.5 CC is unique on the 
market:  this is the only 34-foot Center Console to offer four comfortable berths.

The forward saloon transforms into a berth, the head compartment is equipped with a separate shower, and the aft cabin 
features a comfortable double berth.

An outstanding interior layout on a Center Console!
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The variety of equipment offered aboard the Cap Camarat 10.5 CC will satisfy every taste!

At anchor, the standard T-top shelters crew members from the sun. This equipment can also be complemented with optional sunshades.

Those who enjoy sunbathing will delight in the large transformable forward and aft sundecks.

For successful fishing trips, the leaning post offers all the desired equipment for sharing an enjoyable moment together:  an exterior galley with 
a refrigerator, a grill and a livewell to keep the catch fresh!

This new model offers even more functionality and more comfort on board, for an array of sensations 
and for unforgettable getaways on the water!

Perfectly equipped for all who love the sea
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Overall length.......................................................................................10.09 m - 33’1”
Overall length max...........................................................................................10.90 m - 35’9”
Hull length.................................................................................................9.31 m - 30’6’’
Overall beam...........................................................................................3.25 m - 10’7”
Weight without engine....................................................4 582 kg - 10 102 lbs
Fuel capacity..........................................................................2x400  L - 2x106   US gal

Cap Camarat 10.5 CC
Principal preliminary characteristics

Hull draft..................................................................................................0.723  m    -    2’4”
Category   CE (in progress)...................................................................B - 9  /  C - 11  
Cabins.........................................................................................................................1+1
Berth........................................................................................................................4
Max engine power (in progress).....................................................2x425 CV
Designers.............................Michael Peters Yacht Design / Sarrazin Design
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Press contacts

Find us on social networks:

Vanessa Clairgeaux
06 40 65 66 82 - v.clairgeaux@jeanneau.fr

Lisa Delph 
07 62 26 30 73 - l.delph@jeanneau.fr

To download photos and design plans:
http://media.jeanneau.com

mailto:v.clairgeaux%40jeanneau.fr?subject=
mailto:l.delph%40jeanneau.fr?subject=
http://media.jeanneau.com
https://www.youtube.com/user/JEANNEAUBOAT
https://www.facebook.com/JeanneauOfficial
https://www.instagram.com/jeanneau_official/
https://twitter.com/etsjeanneau
https://www.linkedin.com/company/jeanneau/?originalSubdomain=fr
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